START AT THE LIBRARIES HOME PAGE at www.lib.umn.edu

Article databases help you identify articles published in either scholarly journals or popular magazines.

There are many ways on this menu to access these databases.

This guide will choose the first option: Click on Indexes

CHOOSE AN INDEX

IF YOU KNOW THE INDEX NAME
Consult the A-Z list of indexes and databases, or Use list of Article Indexes on back of this sheet. Click on the first letter of the index name.

If you don't know which index to choose, try Academic Search Premier which is multidisciplinary and includes articles from scholarly journals and popular magazines.

SEARCH THE INDEX

Follow the instructions for the index you chose. Type your search terms into the boxes and review the results.

FIND THE ARTICLE

Some indexes link directly to full-text articles.

Some indexes also show a Find It icon. Click on the icon for links to locate article.

If Find It can't find a full text version it will link to MNCAT or Interlibrary Loan.

If FIND IT is not available, search MNCAT at http://mncat.lib.umn.edu.